
SCOTTISH BREED GROUP (SF/SFL/SCS/SCL)

HEAD ...............40 points 
Shape .........................10 
Eyes .............................5 
Ears ........................... 15 
Muzzle ..........................3 
Nose .............................3 
Chin ..............................1 
Profile ...........................3 

BODY ..............40 points 
Torso .............................5 
Legs...............................4 
Feet ............................. 3 
Tail...............................20 
Boning ..........................3 
Musculature ..................5 

COAT/COLOR/
PATTERN .. 15 points 
Length ..........................4 
Texture ..........................5 
Pattern ..........................3 
Color .............................3 
OTHER ..............5 points 
Balance ....................... 2 
Condition ......................2 
Temperament ...............1 

CATEGORY: All. 
DIVISION: All. 
COLOR: All. 
PERMISSIBLE 
OUTCROSSES: 
American Shorthair, 
British Shorthair, British 
Longhair 

HEAD: 
Shape: Well-rounded. Prominent cheeks with a jowly 
appearance. Overall look is a sweet with open 
expression. Head should be round from any angle. 
Eyes: Large, round and open with a sweet expression. 
Eye color to conform to coat color. 
Ears: Small, tightly folded forward and downward with 
rounded tips. Should be set in a cap-like fashion to 
expose a rounded cranium. Size of ear is not as 
important as ear set and fold. 
Ears: (Straight) Size is medium to small with rounded 
tips. Set is the same as the Fold. 
Muzzle: Moderate wide muzzle to have well-rounded 
whisker pads. 
Nose: Broad and short. 
Chin: Moderate. 
Profile. Gentle curve but brief stop is permitted. 
Neck: Head should blend into a short neck. 

BODY: 
Torso: Medium sized and well rounded. Should be even 
from shoulder to hips.. 
Legs: Length in proportion to body. Cat should stand 
firmly and show no signs of weakness or lack of mobility 
in the hind- quarters. 
Feet: Well-rounded. 
Tail: Must show normal flexibility and be in proportion to 
the body. 
Boning: Medium boning. 
Musculature: Frm, muscular body, no sign of softness or 
flabbiness should be present. 

COAT/COLOR/PATTERN: 
Length: 
(SF/SCS) Should be short, double coat 
preferred. Should not lie flat to the body. (SFL/SCL) 
Semi-long. Toe tufts and ear furnishings should be clearly 
visible. 
Ruff and britches desirable.  
Texture: 
(SF/SCS) Should be plush, dense and resilient. 
(SFL/SCL): Should be soft and stand away from the 
body. 
Pattern: All patterns. 
Color: All traditional and pointed col- ors accepted. 

OTHER: 
Balance: Body should be medium and well-balanced and 
well-proportioned.  
Condition: Cat must exhibit a health condition. 

Temperament: Unchallenging. The Scottish Fold is a 
sweet-tempered, affectionate cat and enjoys being with 
people. 

ALLOWANCES: Seasonal changes in coat length and 
texture for the longhair fold. Lockets. 

PENALIZE: A heavy brow ridge is to be penalized as it 
closes down the face. The forehead should be smooth. A 
definite nose break is considered a fault. Any hint of lack 
of mobility in the cat due to short coarse legs. 

WITHHOLD ALL AWARDS (WW): Evidence of illness, 
poor health, emaciation. 

DISQUALIFY (DQ): Kinked tail. Tail lacking in flexibility. 
Foreshortened tail


